PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
EZ Dupe introduces the new Flex Pro SD/Micro SD Duplicator
City of Industry, CA August 11, 2015 – EZ Dupe is proud to announce the release of new Flex
Pro SD/Micro SD Duplicator, featuring compact and lightweight design with only 1/10 of a regular
duplicator’s size. Up to ten Flex Pro units can be daisy chained together to provide 239 ports for
duplication. Dual source copy and compare is a unique feature that has been implemented into
Flex Pro series to provide even higher data accuracy. Further features that have not been seen in
other series duplicators include memory card sorting before duplication, based on capacity and
read/write speed, to achieve higher production efficiency.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact and light weight design, ideal for workplaces with space limitation.
Expandable design makes it possible to daisy chain ten Flex Pro units together to achieve
higher output capacity. And also gives you the flexibility to arrange the daily job.
25 MB/s data transfer rate
Dual source copy and compare strategy with zero error tolerance.
Sorting out memory cards with less capacity or lower read/write speed.
Supports Asynchronous copy for high production efficiency.
Brand new core hardware technology to reach lower power consumption and higher
system stability.
Support SDXC, the newest SD card specification.
Lock Password function prevents duplicator from the mistakes by unintentional operations.
Independent and interchangeable media connector design keeps costs down on the
maintenance and makes it easier for replacement of wear out parts.

For more information please visit us online at http://ezdupe.com/Product.php?str=FP-SD23
About EZ Dupe
EZ Dupe has been a pioneer in developing and manufacturing EZ Dupe CD/DVD/USB/Flash
Memory duplication systems and portable duplication technologies since 1995.
EZ Dupe provides a three-year limited warranty (one-year warranty for certain products and
market) on most of the duplication systems and proudly assembles and tests all products in City
of Industry, California.
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